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Abstract

Background: Air pollution is a severe and dangerous public health problem.

However, the effect of ambient gaseous air pollution exposure on years of life

lost (YLL) attributable to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

mortality has not been quantitatively verified.

Methods: We collected the data of 12,781 COPD deaths and ambient

gaseous air pollutants, including sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2),

Carbon monoxide (CO), and ozone (O3), during the years 2013-2019 in the

Shanghai Pudong New Area (PNA). Then we performed a time-stratified

case-crossover study combined with a distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM)

to estimate the impact of those air pollutants on daily COPD deaths counts and

YLL. The confounders including long-term trend and meteorological factors

have been controlled for, and effects of age and educational attainment as

effect modifiers have also been evaluated.

Results: During the 2013-2019 time frame, increases of 10μg/m3 in SO2 and

NO2 were associated with a 4.93% (95% CI: 1.47%, 8.50%) and 1.47% (95%

CI: 0.14%, 2.82%) in daily COPD death counts at lag0-1day, respectively, a

2.52 (95% CI: 0.31, 4.72) YLL increase and 0.85 (95% CI: 0.01, 1.68) YLL

increase at lag0-1day, respectively. A 1mg/m3 increase in CO was associated

mailto:yizhou517@163.com


with a 9.46% (95% CI: 0.40%, 19.35%) at lag0 increase in daily COPD death

counts. No significant impact from O3 on both daily COPD deaths counts and

YLL (P>0.05). The impact of gaseous air pollutants on the daily COPD death

count and YLL were significant in populations of older adults and the lower

educated population, while an insignificant effect was observed in the younger

population and higher educated population. The YLL due to COPD related to

SO2 and CO for the lower educated population was significantly higher than

those for the higher educated population.

Conclusion: Reducing specific gaseous air pollutants will help to control

COPD deaths and improve the population’s life expectancy.

Key words: Air pollution, Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Years of life

lost, Mortality

Introduction

Due to the process of rapid industrialization and urbanization as well as

the increase of motorized traffic, air pollution has become a serious issue in

China that has gained widespread concern around the world [1-3]. Numerous

epidemiological studies have proved the relation between the short-term

exposure to ambient air pollution and a variety of causes of death, including

respiratory diseases [4-6], cardiovascular disease [7, 8] and non-accidental

mortality [9-11]. Most of these studies were focus on particulate matter (PM)

or the pollutants originating from the combustion of fossil fuels including sulfur



dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), however, the effect of ozone (O3)

and carbon monoxide (CO) on excess deaths was rarely considered.

Furthermore, most of these studies only use the daily death count as the

dependent variable, which may ignore the influence of the person’s age at

death and can lead to an overestimation.

Years of life lost (YLL) could effectively assess the death burden by

taking the life expectancy at death into consideration [12]. Higher weights

would be assigned to a death that occurs at younger ages, thus YLL is more

precise than daily death count in the assessment of excess mortality and

premature death [13]. From the perspective of public health, the assessment

of the relationship between air pollution and YLL has an important

significance and could provide further information in its policy formulation.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a group of chronic

respiratory diseases that are characterized by irreversible airflow obstruction

[14]. According to WHO statistics, COPD was the fifth leading cause of

mortality worldwide in 2011. By 2030, it is expected to be the third leading

cause of death [15]. The global disease burden study showed that COPD was

the ninth leading cause of death contributing to global YLL in 2016 [16]. A

number of former studies have proven the association between the short-term

exposure to ambient gaseous air pollution and the daily death count from

COPD [4, 6, 17]. However, studies exploring the association between ambient

gaseous air pollution and YLL due to COPD are still rare. Furthermore, the



effects of socioeconomic factors including age and education attainment were

unclear up to now.

Pudong New Area (PNA), a microcosm of urbanization in China,

accounts for one-fifth of the total population in Shanghai. PNA, consisting of

both urbanized and rural places, is also suffering from a serious air pollution

problem and home to an increasing aged population. Improving the health of

elderly patients, who account for the majority of COPD patients, meets the

core requirements of "Healthy China 2030". The plan is to improve life

expectancy and reduce the premature mortality caused by four main

non-communicable diseases of residents [18, 19].

In this study, we conducted a time-stratified case-crossover design with a

distributed lag non-linear model (DLNM) to assess the association between

the short-term exposure to ambient gaseous air pollution (SO2, NO2, CO, O3)

and the disease burden of COPD in PNA, during the years 2013-2019, to

provide a reference for controlling air pollution and building a healthy aging

population.

Materials and Methods

Air pollution and meteorological data

We collected the 24 hour mean concentrations of inhalable particulate

matter (PM10), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide

(CO) and the maximum 8 hour average ozone (O3) from the Shanghai



Environmental Monitoring Center. These values were obtained from nine

comprehensive monitoring stations in Shanghai during the course of the years

2013-2019. Due to the vast geographical range of PNA, the data derived from

the three conventional monitoring stations located in the district were

insufficient to cover the whole study area. Thus, we collected the

meteorological information from six other nearby monitoring stations as

supplementary data to safeguard the reliability and integrality of the overall

data.

The meteorological data collected includes the mean, minimum, and

maximum temperature (℃), relative humidity (%) and the atmospheric

pressure (hPa) from the Shanghai Key Laboratory of Meteorology and Health.

All the weather data was obtained from the automatic monitoring station

located at Century Park in PNA.

Mortality and YLL data

Daily mortality data of the residents in PNA during the years 2013-2019

were derived from the vital statistic database. Using the Mortality Registration

System of PNA, including the medical institutions of all levels and the local

civil administration department, the mortality data was checked monthly

against the local population registry. The personnel of Pudong New Area

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (PDCDC) performed periodic

assessment and data cleaning according to standard guidelines, and the

funeral system has been fully implemented since the 1980s. By taking all of



these measures together, the completeness of the death registration system

had been improved to the maximum extent.

The cause of death was coded, according to the International

Classification of Diseases 10th version (ICD-10), and the deaths from COPD

(ICD-10: J40-J47) were classified by the underlying cause. The direct and

underlying causes of death were coded by qualified staff, and all of these

records were further examined and verified by the PDCDC. If any ill-defined

records were found, the trained investigator would review the medical records,

investigate with the family members, or consult the police records, thus

guaranteeing the integrity and accuracy of the data.

After matching the age and sex, we calculated the YLL values for each

COPD death, then, summed these up to yield the daily YLL from COPD. Both

the death counts and YLL from COPD, stratified by age (<80years and

≥80years) and education attainment (illiteracy or elementary school education

and over middle school education), were used as the analysis indicators.

Statistic analysis

The descriptive statistics, including mean value, standard deviation,

median, quartile, and Spearman correlation, were used to test the correlation

among variables.

We performed a time-stratified case-crossover study combining with the

distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM) based on a conditional Poisson



regression model to assess the impact of ambient gaseous air pollution (SO2,

NO2, CO, O3) on YLL[20-22].

Since the dependent variable of daily YLL fits the normal distribution,

Gaussian was used as the family function in a conditional Poisson model.

The model is listed as follows:

YLLt =α+βTt,l+ ns(temp,df)+ ns(rh,df)+ ns(pre,df)+γStratat

In this model, YLLt is the sum of YLL caused by COPD death that

happened at day t. α is the intercept. Tt,l is the cross-basis object we used to

assess the linear effect of gaseous air pollution, where T is the daily mean

concentration of the gaseous air pollution at day t including SO2, NO2, CO, O3,

and l is the lag days. Referring to previous studies, we set the maximal lag up

to 7 days to explore the lag pattern of gaseous air pollution. β is the coefficient

for Tt,l associated with a 1 μg increase in SO2, NO2, O3, and a 1 mg increase

in CO. Factor ns is the natural cubic spline function to control the

nonlinear-relationships between YLL and meteorological factors. The temp is

the daily mean temperature (℃); rh is the daily average relative humidity (%);

pre is the daily average air pressure; df is the degree of freedom, in

accordance with the study performed before, we set the values of df at 5, 3

and 3 for these meteorological factors, respectively[23, 24]. Stratat is the time

stratum to control for trend and season in the time-stratified case-crossover

study, and γ is the coefficients for time stratum. The results were presented by



the changes of daily YLL with a 10 μg increase in SO2, NO2, O3, and a 1 mg

increase in CO.

The analyses were also stratified by age and education attainment. We

calculated the 95% confidence intervals (CI) to test the statistical significance

for the difference between the groups with different modifiers.

A single pollutant model was conducted to explore the main association

between the gaseous air pollution and daily YLL. The stability of these

associations was examined by using multi-pollutants models with other

gaseous air pollution and air particulate matter of the same period.

In addition, we evaluated the impacts of gaseous air pollution on daily

death counts due to COPD. Using the daily death count as a dependent

variable following a Poisson distribution, the family function for a conditional

Poisson model was Poisson. The independent variable, lag structure, in the

model was similar to those in the YLL model. Relative risk (RR) of mortality

and percentage increase of death counts from COPD per a 10 μg/m3 increase

in SO2, NO2, O3, and per a 1 mg/m3 increase in CO were used to present the

results.

In this study, all statistical analyses were conducted with R software

(Version 3.4.2). The dlnm package and gnm package were used to perform

the distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM) and conditional Poisson model,

respectively. p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The study



design was in accord with the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of

Helsinki and was also approved by the institutional review board of Shanghai

Pudong New Area Center for Disease Control and Prevention.

Results

The average daily concentrations of SO2, NO2, O3 and CO were

14.4μg/m3, 44.2μg/m3, 103.0μg/m3 and 0.8mg/m3, respectively, during the

years 2013 to 2019 in PNA, China, shown in Table 1. Correlations between

air pollutants and meteorological conditions were examined by a Spearman

correlation function and presented in Table 2. Ambient air pollutants and

meteorological conditions were correlated with each other, with the most

significant correlations observed between the five air pollutants.

We identified a total of 12,781 deaths from COPD during 2013 to 2019. The

mean daily death counts and YLL due to COPD were 5.0 and 52.5

respectively. The average daily death count and YLL for the elderly and lower

educated were higher than that of the young and the higher educated,

respectively (Table 1).

Table 1: Daily air pollutants, meteorological condition, COPD death counts

and YLL in PNA, China, 2013–2019.
Variables Mean ± SD Minimum 25th Median 75th Maximum Interquartile range

PM10 (μg/m3) 62.2±39.0 6 37 52 76 467 39

SO2 (μg/m3) 14.4±10.4 4 9 12 16 103 7

NO2 (μg/m3) 44.2±20.2 6 29 41 55 139 26

O3 (μg/m3) 103.0±44.5 11 72 96 126 302 54



CO (mg/m3) 0.8±0.3 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.9 3.0 0.30

Temperature (°C) 17.4±8.5 -5.4 10.0 18.3 24.1 34.6 14

Relative humidity (%) 75.1±12.5 22.6 67.3 76.6 84.1 100.0 17

Air pressure (hPa) 1016±9.0 989.6 1008.4 1016.0 1023.0 1039.3 15

Years of life lost (years)

Total 52.5±30.8 0.0 30.3 48.1 69.6 199.6 39.4

Age < 80 years 18.5±17.8 0.0 6.6 14.6 28.0 117.9 21.4

Age ≥ 80 years 34.0±22.9 0.0 16.9 30.2 46.4 150.2 29.5

low educated population 29.8±18.4 0.0 16.2 26.9 39.9 110.5 23.7

well educated population 22.7±22.0 0.0 0.0 16.1 34.6 133.0 34.6

Daily death counts

Total 5.0±2.7 0 3 5 6 17 3

Age < 80 years 1.5±1.3 0 1 1 2 7 1

Age ≥ 80 years 3.5±2.2 0 2 3 5 15 3

low educated population 3.7±2.3 0 2 3 5 14 3

well educated population 1.3±1.2 0 0 1 2 9 2

Note: YLL, year of life lost

Table 2: Spearman correlation between weather conditions and air pollutants

in PNA, China, 2013–2019.

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01

The estimated changes with 95% confidence intervals in YLL and RR of the

daily death count from COPD on single-day lag and muti-day lag with 10

μg/m3 increase of SO2, NO2, O3, and 1 mg/m3 increase of CO are presented

PM10 SO2 NO2 O3 CO
Temperature

(°C)

Relative humidity

(%)

Air pressure

(hPa)

PM10 1 — — — — — — —

SO2 0.72** 1 — — — — — —

NO2 0.64** 0.57** 1 — — — — —

O3 0.18** -0.01 -0.20** 1 — — — —

CO 0.71** 0.62** 0.72** -0.09** 1 — — —

Temperature (°C) -0.26** -0.36** -0.48** 0.50** -0.29** 1 — —

Relative humidity (%) -0.47** -0.46** -0.16** -0.25** -0.09** 0.24** 1 —

Air pressure (hPa) 0.22** 0.34** 0.41** -0.44** 0.19** -0.88** -0.35** 1



in Figure 1. Since, the single-day lag model could underestimate the relation

between air pollution and death, the seven-day cumulative effect of gaseous

air pollution on YLL and death counts due to COPD has also been assessed

and summarized in Table 3. Generally, the association with SO2, NO2 and CO

lasted for different periods, and the lag pattern for YLL and RR were similar.

The effect of O3 was not significant on the daily COPD death count and YLL,

and the impact of CO was not significant on YLL due to COPD. For the daily

death count from COPD, the single pollutant model showed that a 10μg/m3

increase in SO2 and NO2was associated with a 4.93% (95%CI: 1.47%, 8.50%)

and a 1.47% (95% CI: 0.14%, 2.82%) increase in daily COPD death count at

lag0-1day. A 1mg/ m3 increase in CO was associated with a 9.46% (95% CI:

0.40%, 19.35%) increase in the daily COPD death count. For YLL, in the

single pollutant model, a 10μg/m3 increase in SO2 and NO2 was associated

with a 2.52 (95% CI: 0.31, 4.72), 0.85 (95% CI: 0.01, 1.68) increase in YLL

due to COPD death at lag0-1day.

Figure 1: The estimated changes with a 95% confidence interval in daily

COPD death counts and YLL associated with 10 μg/m3 increase in SO2, NO2,

O3, and 1 mg/m3 increase in CO in different lag days in PNA, China,

2013–2019. The effects of seasonality, day of the week, and meteorological

factors have been adjusted.



(a. Estimated changes in YLL associated with SO2; b. Relative risk of deaths

associated with SO2; c. Estimated changes in YLL associated with NO2; d.

Relative risk of deaths associated with NO2; e. Estimated changes in YLL

associated with O3; f. Relative risk of deaths associated with O3; g. Estimated

changes in YLL associated with CO; h. Relative risk of deaths associated with

CO.)



Table 3: Associations of 10 μg/m3 increase in SO2, NO2, O3 and 1 mg/m3

increase in CO daily COPD death counts and YLL.

The results of the multiple pollutant models are listed in Table 4. For SO2,

the estimates didn’t change much, after the concentration of NO2, O3 and CO

had been added into model. The estimate decreased and showed no

statistical significance, after the concentration of PM10 had been included in

the model. For NO2, the estimates were no longer statistically significant after

controlling for PM10, SO2 and CO, and the estimates were robust after the

influence of O3 had been controlled for. For O3, after controlling for PM10, SO2,

NO2 and CO, the estimates remained stable, and were still not statistically

significant. For CO, after controlling for PM10 and SO2 the estimates

decreased dramatically, and the estimates were stable after the concentration

of O3 and NO2 had been added into model.

Table 4: Associations of 10 μg/m3 increase in SO2, NO2, O3 and 1 mg/m3

increase in CO (lag0-1day) daily COPD death counts and YLL using

multi-pollutant model.

Outcome

and

Pollutant

Percentage increase in death (95% CI) Increase of years of life lost (95% CI)

SO2 NO2 O3 CO SO2 NO2 O3 CO

lag0 day 4.57(1.35,7.90) 0.95(-0.36,2.28) -0.03(-0.75,0.7) 9.46(0.40,19.35) 2.16(0.09,4.23) 0.41(-0.42,1.23) 0.02(-0.40,0.43) 5.05(-0.48,10.59)

lag0-1 day 4.93(1.47,8.50) 1.47(0.14,2.82) 0.26(-0.52,1.05) 9.68(-0.06,20.37) 2.52(0.31,4.72) 0.85(0.01,1.68) 0.14(-0.31,0.59) 5.78(-0.18,11.74)

lag0-3 day 4.40(0.48,8.48) 1.52(-0.07,3.15) 0.86(-0.06,1.78) 3.04(-8.28,15.75) 2.38(-0.18,4.93) 0.97(-0.03,1.98) 0.46(-0.06,0.98) 2.07(-5.38,9.52)

lag0-5 day 5.76(1.34,10.38) 1.18(-0.64,3.04) 0.91(-0.15,1.98) 2.73(-10.44,17.83) 2.9(0.00,5.79) 0.6(-0.57,1.77) 0.38(-0.21,0.97) 1.90(-6.94,10.74)

lag0-7 day 6.54(1.33,12.02) 2.30(0.11,4.54) 0.69(-0.55,1.94) 10.14(-6.58,29.85) 3.32(-0.11,6.75) 1.11(-0.29,2.51) 0.45(-0.24,1.14) 5.44(-5.22,16.1)



Pollutant and model Percentage increase in death (95% CI) Increase of years of life lost (95% CI)

SO2

Single-model 4.93(1.47, 8.50) 2.52(0.31, 4.72)

+PM10 4.33(-0.40, 9.27) 1.70(-1.32, 4.71)

+NO2 5.91(1.42, 10.59) 2.61(-0.20, 5.43)

+O3 5.17(1.64, 8.83) 2.66(0.41, 4.92)

+CO 6.49(1.71, 11.48) 3.04(0.09, 6.00)

NO2

Single-model 1.47(0.14,2.82) 0.85(0.01, 1.68)

+PM10 0.35(-1.40, 2.13) 0.12(-1.01, 1.25)

+SO2 0.06(-1.86, 2.02) 0.28(-0.94, 1.50)

+O3 1.50(0.13, 2.89) 0.88(0.02, 1.75)

+CO 0.75(-1.18, 2.71) 0.23(-0.99, 1.45)

O3

Single-model 0.26(-0.52,1.05) 0.14(-0.31,0.59)

+PM10 0.04(-0.76, 0.85) -0.03(-0.50, 0.44)

+SO2 0.23(-0.58, 1.04) 0.10(-0.37, 0.56)

+NO2 0.31(-0.52, 1.15) 0.19(-0.29, 0.68)

+CO 0.15(-0.66, 0.97) -0.02(-0.49, 0.45)

CO

Single-model 9.68(-0.06, 20.37) 5.78(-0.18,11.74)

+PM10 -1.28(-15.22, 14.95) -0.04(-9.48, 9.40)

+SO2 -2.24(-14.65, 11.97) 1.52(-7.03, 10.07)

+NO2 7.28(-6.20, 22.69) 4.98(-3.56, 13.51)

+O3 9.91(-0.11, 20.93) 6.05(-0.14, 12.23)

The results of stratified analysis by age and education attainment are

summarized in Table 5. Age stratification analysis showed that though the

estimates of association in the elderly (≥80 years) and younger population

(<80 years) were not statistically significantly different, we observed a trend

that the estimates for association with SO2 and NO2 were stronger in the

elderly (≥80 years), and no significant effects were found on the younger



population (<80 years). For different educational attainment levels, the effect

estimates of SO2 and CO in the lower educated population on YLL due to

COPD death were significantly stronger than that in the higher educated

population. There was a trend that the effect estimates of gaseous air

pollution (SO2, NO2 and CO) on daily COPD death count and NO2 on YLL in

the lower educated population were stronger than that in the higher educated

population, though the difference was not significant. The effect estimates of

gaseous air pollution (SO2, NO2 and CO) in the higher educated population

were not statistically significant, both on daily COPD death count and YLL due

to COPD.

Table 5: Associations of SO2, NO2 and CO with daily COPD death counts and

YLL stratified by age, and education attainment.

Outcome and

Pollutant

Percentage increase in death (95% CI) Increase of years of life lost (95% CI)

SO2 NO2 CO SO2 NO2 CO

Lower educated population

lag0 day 5.53(1.65, 9.57) 0.77(-0.8, 2.36) 10.27(-0.58, 22.30) 2.78(1.20, 4.35)* 0.24(-0.39, 0.87) 5.25(1.03, 9.48)

lag0-1 day 6.14(1.99, 10.46) 1.64(0.05, 3.26) 10.85(-0.84, 23.92) 3.21(1.53, 4.89)* 0.77(0.13, 1.40) 6.21(1.66, 10.76)*

lag0-3 day 4.71(0.04, 9.59) 1.22(-0.68, 3.15) 1.67(-11.53, 16.84) 2.43(0.49, 4.38) 0.63(-0.14, 1.40) 2.16(-3.53, 7.84)

lag0-5 day 6.87(1.59, 12.43) 0.93(-1.23, 3.14) 0.67(-14.55, 18.61) 3.08(0.88, 5.29)* 0.36(-0.53, 1.25) 1.11(-5.63, 7.86)

lag0-7 day 7.43(1.23, 14.02) 2.24(-0.37, 4.91) 8.30(-11.01, 31.80) 3.34(0.72, 5.95) 0.77(-0.30, 1.84) 3.38(-4.75, 11.52)

Higher educated population

lag0 day 2.48(-3.22, 8.52) 1.37(-1.03, 3.83) 7.88(-7.80, 26.24) -0.62(-1.95, 0.70) 0.16(-0.36, 0.69) -0.20(-3.74, 3.35)

lag0-1 day 2.15(-3.98, 8.67) 1.09(-1.31, 3.56) 7.36(-9.32, 27.11) -0.69(-2.10, 0.72) 0.08(-0.45, 0.62) -0.43(-4.25, 3.38)

lag0-3 day 3.59(-3.51, 11.22) 2.29(-0.65, 5.31) 6.56(-13.87, 31.83) -0.05(-1.69, 1.58) 0.34(-0.30, 0.99) -0.09(-4.86, 4.68)

lag0-5 day 3.11(-4.75, 11.61) 1.82(-1.53, 5.29) 7.89(-16.05, 38.65) -0.19(-2.04, 1.67) 0.24(-0.51, 0.98) 0.79(-4.87, 6.44)

lag0-7 day 4.31(-5.00, 14.53) 2.48(-1.53, 6.67) 14.91(-15.05, 55.46) -0.02(-2.21, 2.17) 0.34(-0.55, 1.24) 2.05(-4.77, 8.88)

Age<80 years



Note:Associations with 10 μg/m3 increase in SO2, NO2 and 1 mg/m3 in CO . Data

were collected from PNA, China, 2013–2019. *P < 0.05

Discussion

The relationship between ambient gaseous air pollutants and an excess

mortality risk have been well documented. A number of previous studies have

examined the relationship between air pollution and COPD mortality in

several cities. Discrepancies in the results were found among these studies

that indicate the existence of regional variations[25-27]. Most of these studies

take the daily death count as the indicator for examining the impact of air

pollution, ignoring the difference in the age at which the death occurred. From

a public health perspective, deaths that happen at different ages is not of

equal importance, as the deaths occurring in a younger age group would lead

to increased YLL. However, studies taking YLL as an indicator in exploring

the impact on COPD deaths in China were still rare, with only two studies

performed in Ningbo, to our knowledge, that had used YLL in exploring the

lag0 day 1.78(-4.32, 8.26) 0.26(-2.30, 2.90) 8.79(-8.30, 29.06) 0.13(-1.49, 1.76) 0.01(-0.64, 0.66) 1.85(-2.49, 6.19)

lag0-1 day 2.76(-3.81, 9.79) 1.47(-1.14, 4.16) 14.00(-5.13, 36.99) 0.39(-1.33, 2.12) 0.33(-0.32, 0.99) 2.71(-1.96, 7.38)

lag0-3 day 1.77(-5.70, 9.83) 2.34(-0.80, 5.58) 7.74(-14.25, 35.37) 0.51(-1.49, 2.52) 0.61(-0.18, 1.40) 1.73(-4.11, 7.57)

lag0-5 day 0.31(-7.89, 9.24) 0.67(-2.88, 4.36) 2.98(-21.37, 34.87) 0.16(-2.11, 2.43) 0.21(-0.71, 1.12) 1.35(-5.58, 8.28)

lag0-7 day 1.67(-7.99, 12.34) 1.05(-3.19, 5.48) 12.88(-18.19, 55.75) 0.32(-2.37, 3.01) 0.23(-0.87, 1.33) 2.61(-5.74, 10.96)

Age≥80 years

lag0 day 5.59(1.81, 9.50) 1.20(-0.33, 2.75) 9.78(-0.69, 21.36) 2.02(0.78, 3.27) 0.40(-0.10, 0.89) 3.21(-0.13, 6.54)

lag0-1 day 5.74(1.71, 9.93) 1.49(-0.06, 3.05) 8.41(-2.67, 20.76) 2.12(0.80, 3.45) 0.51(0.01, 1.02) 3.07(-0.52, 6.66)

lag0-3 day 5.36(0.79, 10.14) 1.26(-0.59, 3.14) 1.61(-11.25, 16.34) 1.87(0.33, 3.40) 0.36(-0.24, 0.97) 0.34(-4.15, 4.82)

lag0-5 day 7.78(2.59, 13.23) 1.37(-0.75, 3.53) 2.68(-12.45, 20.43) 2.74(1.00, 4.48) 0.39(-0.31, 1.10) 0.55(-4.77, 5.87)

lag0-7 day 8.32(2.21, 14.81) 2.75(0.20, 5.37) 9.34(-9.73, 32.43) 3.00(0.94, 5.06) 0.88(0.04, 1.72) 2.83(-3.59, 9.24)



impact of PM2.5 and O3 on COPD death [28, 29].

Our study for the first time explored the relationship between the

short-term exposure to gaseous air pollution including SO2, NO2, O3 and CO

with daily YLL caused by COPD. This analysis, based on the data of 12,781

COPD deaths over the seven years from 2013 to 2019, confirmed that

exposure to SO2, NO2, and CO was positively associated with mortality and

YLL due to COPD in PNA, China. We also determined that the effect of O3

was not significant. Our findings regarding SO2 and NO2were in agreement

with the studies performed in several Chinese metropolises located in

different regions of China [26, 27, 30]. We found that the effect of O3 on YLL

due to COPD was different from the finding in Ningbo, also located in the

Yangtze River Delta Region. The results from the Ningbo study showed that a

rise in O3 concentration would increase the YLL due to COPD significantly

[28]. This indicates that the associations differ by the location of the studies.

Thus, more investigations should be conducted to explore the impact of air

pollutants on YLL due to COPD, especially the impact of O3.

In our study, we found that compared with the impact of NO2, SO2 poses

more influence on YLL and a heavier disease burden from COPD for its

higher relative risk (RR), though the concentration of SO2 was lower. This

result was opposite to that of a systematic review covering 80 major cities in

China [31], which reported that the pooled RR of NO2 was higher than that of

SO2. The difference might be attributed to the diversity in the concentration of



air pollutants. The Integrated Emission Standard of Air Pollutants, introduced

by the Shanghai municipal government in 2015, resulted in the concentration

of SO2 in Shanghai to be reduced significantly, reaching a relatively low level

for China. Several existing studies have proved that the exposure-response

curve of air pollutants to COPD was steep even at a low level of pollution.

This indicates that more measures should be taken to control air pollution

even when it is still at a relatively low level[26, 27, 32].

In our study, we found a trend that the impact of gaseous air pollution on

both YLL and the daily death count was stronger among the elderly (≥80

years), and that the impact among younger people (<80 years) was not

significant. Our study further confirmed that the elderly are the vulnerable

subgroup to gaseous air pollution, and from the biological perspective, this

observation was plausible. Both lung and immunologic function are gradually

reduced with aging, which can lead to a decrease of the physiologic reserve

for coping with the hazards of air pollution [33, 34]. Furthermore, the higher

morbidity of pre-existing chronic disease among the elderly also decreases

the resistance to air pollution’s negative effects[35, 36]. This result was

consistent with the previous studies performed in Ningbo and Wuxi [23, 24],

but was different from the study conducted in Beijing that reported that the

impact of SO2 and NO2 on YLL was higher among the younger population[37].

The regional difference may result from the different levels of gaseous air

pollution among regions. In Beijing the mean concentration of SO2 and NO2



were 48.6 μg/m3 and 64.2 μg/m3, respectively, which was much lower than

that of Shanghai, Ningbo and Wuxi.

After stratification by educational attainment, we found the YLL due to

COPD among the lower educated population was more susceptible to SO2

NO2 and CO exposure. This indicates that the excess death due to COPD

among the low educated population triggered by ambient SO2 and NO2

happened at a relatively low age. We considered that this could be explained

by three aspects: First, the low educated population usually suffered from

economic crisis that limited their ability to achieve better living conditions and

access to high-quality medical care [38, 39]. In addition, the lower economic

condition and the lack of hygienic knowledge limited the low educated

population’s ability to obtain fresh and nutritious food. This dietary restriction

has been proved to increase the risk of COPD [40-42]. Finally, manual labor,

usually undertaken by the low educated population, leads them to experience

more exposure to outdoor air pollution [43, 44].

This study has several strengths. First, our study is the first done in China

to explore the impact of gaseous air pollutants on YLL due to COPD. The use

of YLL as the key indicator in the measurement of the association between air

pollution and premature deaths could provide a more accurate and

straightforward reference for policy-making and resource allocation than that

of a daily death count. Second, as one of the economic development zones in

China, PNA could be regarded as a microcosm of the rapidly developing



regions in Eastern China. Our findings could partially represent the situation

in other similar regions such as Shenzhen City and Tianjin Binhai New Area

due to their similar socio-economic conditions and geographic location.

The limitations of our study also should be noted. First, the average

concentrations of air pollutants we used to assess the population exposure

condition derived from the nine comprehensive monitoring stations located in

Shanghai, and measurement error may exist. Second, due to the limitations

of death surveillance, the individual pre-existing health conditions, and that

the behavioral risk factors such as smoking and drinking remain unknown, are

uncontrolled for in the present study. Third, the YLL, in our study, was

accessed on the basis of the local life expectancy of PNA general residents.

Thus, the impact of air pollutants could be overestimated. Fourth, our finding

was based on the data from PNA, however, the socio-economic status and

distribution of the air pollutants might vary across different cities. Thus,

cautions should be taken in the generalization of these results.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we found that SO2, NO2 and CO had significant impacts on

both daily death counts and YLL due to COPD in PNA, China. The

association with SO2 was relatively stronger than that with NO2. The elderly

and lower educated population were more susceptible to the hazards of



gaseous air pollution including SO2, NO2 and CO. Thus, the impact of

gaseous air pollution was stronger among those aged ≥80 years. These

results, in line with previous studies, indicate that stricter standards for

exhaust emissions should be set and implemented in China, and more

attention should be paid to the vulnerable subgroups.
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Figures

Figure 1

The estimated changes with a 95% con�dence interval in daily COPD death counts and YLL associated
with 10 μg/m3 increase in SO2, NO2, O3, and 1 mg/m3 increase in CO in different lag days in PNA, China,
2013–2019. The effects of seasonality, day of the week, and meteorological factors have been adjusted.
(a. Estimated changes in YLL associated with SO2; b. Relative risk of deaths associated with SO2; c.
Estimated changes in YLL associated with NO2; d. Relative risk of deaths associated with NO2; e.
Estimated changes in YLL associated with O3; f. Relative risk of deaths associated with O3; g. Estimated
changes in YLL associated with CO; h. Relative risk of deaths associated with CO.)
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